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The Rise of ChinaThe Rise of China
� Central command economy with outsourced production 

� Cheap Labor – urbanization of 1 billion rural Chinese 

unleashed by the end of orthodox communism

� No Health & Safety for Workers

� No environmental emission controls

� No Unions to secure medical or pension benefits

� US Dollar Peg: the devil’s bargain of maintaining an 

undervalued renminbi by bankrolling the US trade deficit 

through the accumulation of US treasury debt

� FDI: foreign direct investment and technology transfer



BRIC

Post-Industrial

Advanced Raw 
Material Producers



The End of the American 

Dream: Mortgage 

securitization created a 

global real estate bubble 

and consumption boom 

which collapsed in 2008 

creating a crisis for the 

emerging East and post-

industrial West.



Intergenerational Warfare? Intergenerational Warfare? 

� Boomers born 1946-1964 will all be 65 & 
over by 2030 and be 20% of US population

� Boomers have high social security 
entitlement and longevity expectations

� Boomers will control much of existing real 
estate & equity wealth

� Minorities 18-64 will be 46% of population 
by 2030

� How will this resource allocation problem 
be resolved?

Beast of 
Burden 

Voting Bloc



Why a tax cut for the top income bracket?Why a tax cut for the top income bracket?



US Solution: Quantitative Easing US Solution: Quantitative Easing ––

creating a desperate quest for yield creating a desperate quest for yield 

that flows capital into emerging that flows capital into emerging 

economies, does nothing for economies, does nothing for 

domestic job creation, and hurts the domestic job creation, and hurts the 

boomersboomers’’ retirement plans.retirement plans.

China Solution: Maintain the peg, China Solution: Maintain the peg, 

spend $600 billion on infrastructure spend $600 billion on infrastructure 

expansion into the hinterland to boost expansion into the hinterland to boost 

domestic consumption, & scramble to domestic consumption, & scramble to 

secure long term raw material supply.secure long term raw material supply.



Is this the answer?Is this the answer?





The above ground stock of 5.2 billion ounces The above ground stock of 5.2 billion ounces 

gold is worth $7 trillion sitting around doing gold is worth $7 trillion sitting around doing 

nothing. We burn $2 trillion worth of crude oil nothing. We burn $2 trillion worth of crude oil 

annually to make the world go round. What annually to make the world go round. What 

does it matter if gold triples?does it matter if gold triples?
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Commodity SpeculationCommodity Speculation

3 Types of Resource Sector Story Speculation Cycles3 Types of Resource Sector Story Speculation Cycles
Discovery SpeculationDiscovery Speculation

� Resource Estimates - Ounces & Pounds in the Ground – precious and base metals

� Focused on development portion of exploration cycle: infill drilling, metallurgy, prefeasibility, 
feasibility/permitting, construction

� Vulnerable to geopolitical risk and  commodity price voltaility

� Valuation based on DCF Method & Peer Group Comparison

� Financing Intensive – a more institutional and less retail audience

� 1976-1981 (oil, gold, copper), 2003-2008 (base metals)

� No Resource Estimates – just geology & location

� Focused on early discovery part of exploration cycle: grassroots, target generation & drilling, delineation

� Speculation focused on grade and tonnage, repeatability by area player or conceptually similar plays, 
commodity price irrelevant

� Valuation based on Rational Speculation Model

� Financing comes from sophisticated investor & retail audiences 

� 1982-2002 (Hemlo, Eskay Creek, Ekati, Voisey’s Bay, Busang, Veladero), 2003-2008 (Fruta del Norte)

Security of Supply SpeculationSecurity of Supply Speculation

� Resource Estimates – recoverable kilos in the ground – specialty metals, rare earths, rare metals

� Focus on infill drilling, metallurgy, and cost discovery for optimal mining scenario

� Price inelasticity due to critical but incremental input for much more valuable end products

� High uncertainty about future pricing and demand – focus on strategic instead of economic logic

� High vulnerability to supply channel disruption due to geopolitical factors and supply concentration –
ie rare earths & tungsten in China, niobium in Brazil, PGM & chromium in South Africa 

� Key Concept: Opportunity Cost incurred by end users through losing market share or being unable to 
commercialize innovative products because of secure long term supply commensurate with demand 
growth potential – ie lanthanum in NiMH batteries of Toyoto Prius



Approach #1: Develop existing ounces Approach #1: Develop existing ounces 

in the ground that a higher gold price in the ground that a higher gold price 

is putting into the money.is putting into the money.







Copper – Antares Minerals Inc



Two Different Strategic Two Different Strategic 

approaches to nickelapproaches to nickel



� Cliffs signs option to acquire up 
to 75% of Dewar by producing 
bankable feasibility study

� Purchases 15% equity stake in 
junior with 4 year standstill

� Nickel-iron alloy deposits have 
low grade but low processing 
costs that shield the mine from 
escalating energy and chemical 
costs to which sulphide & 
laterite mines are vulnerable

� First Point has proprietary tool 
to efficiently identify similar 
deposits open for staking



Silver Silver –– the only the only 

metal not to make metal not to make 

a nominal record a nominal record 

high since 1980.high since 1980.



Approach #2: Explore Approach #2: Explore 

for new deposits using for new deposits using 

innovative exploration innovative exploration 

methods or creative methods or creative 

geological sleuthing.geological sleuthing.











Approach #3: Focus on deposits of metals which are incremental bApproach #3: Focus on deposits of metals which are incremental but critical inputs and ut critical inputs and 

present a security of supply problem for endpresent a security of supply problem for end--users, particularly if geopolitical tensions users, particularly if geopolitical tensions 

fuel protectionism, disrupt supply channels and lead to fragmentfuel protectionism, disrupt supply channels and lead to fragmented economic zones.ed economic zones.





“Eyes in the Sky”

“32 million surplus males”

Petro-Dollar Recycling?



The Carrington Event

1859 Geomagnetic Storm



Source: New Scientist Feb 25, 2009

Transforming the Energy Foundation of the WorldTransforming the Energy Foundation of the World







ThermoPotashThermoPotash ––

solution to Brazilsolution to Brazil’’s s 

potash supply potash supply 

problem?problem?

� Billions of tonnes of glauconite at Cerrado
Verde – open pittable

� PEA published November 2010

� Scenario 1 (1.1 MT/y): $455 M NPV @ 10% 
at $197 M capex = $14.58/sh

� Scenario 2 (2.2 MT/y): $858 M NPV at $269 
M capex = $27.50/sh

� Blend with traditional NPK formulations

� Needs $400/t KCl FOB (Canada) price to be 
competitive

� Strategic government support

Open Pit
or

Underground?



“Kill the Boers”



Why has Cliffs spent $300 million Why has Cliffs spent $300 million 

acquiring acquiring McFauldMcFauld’’ss Lake chromium Lake chromium 

assets?assets?



Wakeup Call for the Rest of the World:Wakeup Call for the Rest of the World:

China to stockpile key metals, consolidate China to stockpile key metals, consolidate 

production & restrict exports as it focuses on production & restrict exports as it focuses on 

security of supply.security of supply.

� Molybdenum

� Tungsten 

� Rare Earths 

� Tin

� Antimony

� Indium

� Tantalum

� Germanium

� Gallium

� Zirconium

China has become very concerned about resource depletion China has become very concerned about resource depletion 

and the negative environmental and human impact of its and the negative environmental and human impact of its 

historical mining practices that have underpinned its supply of historical mining practices that have underpinned its supply of 

cheap metals to the rest of the world.  cheap metals to the rest of the world.  



Rare Earths Rare Earths –– now now 

paying the price for paying the price for 

decades of dumping decades of dumping 

costs on a China no costs on a China no 

longer willing to longer willing to 

absorb those costs.absorb those costs.



Chinese Rare Earth Chinese Rare Earth 

Policy in ActionPolicy in Action



Global Distribution of Rare Earth SourcesGlobal Distribution of Rare Earth Sources
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$8 billion market cap - $400 billion in 
situ resources at FOB spot – here is the 

solution to the problem







Future Demand: the Japanese OutlookFuture Demand: the Japanese Outlook

Source: AIST presentation at Roskill 2010 Conference





Antimony Antimony –– China China 

dominates production dominates production 

despite having only 35% of despite having only 35% of 

global resource base.  global resource base.  



Tantalum Tantalum –– China not China not 

known as a producer, known as a producer, 

currently zero global currently zero global 

production except from production except from 

Congo civil war zones.Congo civil war zones.



Potential beneficiaries of DoddPotential beneficiaries of Dodd--Frank legislation Frank legislation 

which will require end users to document the which will require end users to document the 
source of their tantalum supply for their source of their tantalum supply for their IpodsIpods

and cell phones among other consumer and cell phones among other consumer 
electronics gadgets.electronics gadgets.

What is the opportunity cost of being What is the opportunity cost of being 

tainted by blood tantalum tainted by blood tantalum vsvs a higher a higher 

cost for clean tantalum?cost for clean tantalum?





Tungsten Tungsten 



Can new processing technology create a local Can new processing technology create a local 

supply of alumina?supply of alumina?

Scandium = Scandium = ““scamiumscamium, , fraudiumfraudium......unobtainiumunobtainium??””





Kaiser ServicesKaiser Services

� Kaiser Bottom-Fish Online Membership –
US $250 per quarter or $800 per year

� One time one month KBFO Trial at $100

www.KaiserBottomfish.com


